Inference guided reading lesson year 5

So, what can teachers do to strengthen this skill? I’ll be sharing 8 foundational activities I like to use, to help kids build their inference skills. This post contains Amazon Affiliate links. If you purchase through one of these links, The Teacher Next Door, LLC receives a few cents on the dollar. This commission directly supports us as a small business and
ensures that we can continue to create high-quality content for upper elementary teachers, like yourself! As always, the products shared are tried, true, and tested. Enjoy! 1. Class Discussion: How We Use Inferences Every Day One of the first things I like to do when introducing (or reviewing) inferences, is to have a class discussion with my students
to let them know that making inferences is a skill they already use in real life. I bring up lots of different scenarios and ask them to tell me what kind of inference they would make in that situation. For example, if we wake up and see tree branches on the ground and lawn chairs turned upside down, we might infer that it was windy last night. If a
friend comes to school on crutches, we infer that he/she had some kind of accident and was injured. If we have a pizza party at school and at recess someone has a big greasy stain on the front of his/her shirt, we infer that probably that person dropped his/her pizza. If we see gray clouds in the sky, we infer that it’s going to rain… Starting with the
idea that we already know how to use this skill in real life and now we just need to apply it to reading, helps kids feel more confident about the lessons to come. 2. Make an Anchor Chart I pretty much like to use anchor charts (with Mr. Sketch Scented Markers) for any new concept in reading. They help document and preserve our lessons visually and
are a great reference tool for learners who need a bit more support. As part of an inference mini-lesson, I explain to the class how writers don’t always completely explain things to us and that we have to piece things together like detectives, to figure out what’s going on. We talk about how we take all of our background knowledge and our
experiences, called our schema (they already know the word schema from a mini-lesson from the beginning of the year) and combine this with clues from the text (what the author does tell us). These two things together, the text plus our schema, helps us make an inference, which allows us to more fully understand the meaning of the text. 3. Use the
New York Times What’s Going On in This Picture Feature Before diving into text, I really like to have kids work with pictures. If there is no text to complicate matters, students can gain some strong inference skills with pictures. One way to do this is by using The New York Times website! Believe it or not, The New York Times uploads a new inference
picture every Monday for elementary to high school students. They actually have a LIVE component at certain times on Monday, where classes are able to explain their inferences and interact with New York Times journalists about the pictures. I haven’t tried the LIVE part yet, but it sounds interesting. Regardless, the pictures are amazing and lead
to great inference discussions! 4. Watch Pixar Short Films If there’s a way to watch Pixar short films in class, I will find it! No really…they are extremely educational for so many reading lessons. You can find lots of titles on YouTube (and some on TeacherTube) but you’ll want to make sure to preview these ahead of time, so besides knowing the plot of
the story, you’ll be able to figure out when you might want to pause the film to have your students make some inferences. Here are some of my favorite Pixar Short Films for inferences: For the Birds, The Blue Umbrella, La Luna, Presto, Lifted, and Geri’s Game. 5. Use Picture Task Cards and What is it? Task Cards I like to use two different kinds of
task cards for inference practice. I like to use the picture task cards for centers or for a whole class scavenger hunt. I also like to use What is it? task cards, which have pictures of objects from days gone by, like an old radio or a washing machine. Kids are given a clue and then asked to infer what the object is. These are really fun to do in pairs and
then to correct together. I love to see how amazed my students are at so many of the objects! Interrupting this scroll to share with you that I have an Inferencing FREEBIE for you! This Inferences Using Literature Freebie resource includes a print and digital format to help your students practice making inferences. The passage features the Story of
Arachne, a Greek Myth, which may be used for reader’s workshop, for guided reading groups, in reading centers, as homework, for one on one, and more! CLICK HERE TO GRAB YOURS! 6. Teach With Wordless Books I have to admit that for a long time in my teaching career, I pretty much ignored wordless books as a teaching tool. I just didn’t get
exactly how you could use them. Since that time, I have come to see what a treasure they can be for certain reading strategies, like inferences! Having only illustrations and no text, forces kids to carefully observe what is going on and to notice small details in order to understand the story’s meaning. One thing I like to do with wordless books is to
model how to “read” them. Every now and then, I’ll stop and do a think aloud, to model for students the thinking processes which are involved in making inferences. For example, I might say… “On this page, the baby is crawling out of the crib and climbing on the dog’s back. I know that… babies cry when they’re scared and this baby looks happy, so…
that makes me infer that the baby knows the dog very well, likes the dog, and is comfortable with him.” (Good Dog, Carl by Alexandra Day). Once kids understand the thinking process behind making inferences (book + background = inference and meaning) they will be able to make inferences using wordless books, whether that is simply by
discussion, on a sticky note, or on a record sheet of some sort. Here are some of my favorite wordless books: 7. Making Multiple Inferences from the Same Picture With lots of practice under their belt, students are now becoming inference experts! For this activity though, we are asking them to not only make a single inference about a picture but to
make several from the same picture. An easy way to do this is to use interesting pictures from old National Geographics, Weekly Readers, or to do a search on Pixabay (a public domain picture website) to find interesting pictures. You’ll want to find pictures with lots going on, rather than something too simple for this activity. Once I find a good
picture, I make copies of it and then glue it (or have a parent helper or a student helper glue it) to the middle of a large piece of construction paper to make an inference chart. Once the inference charts are ready and I’ve explained the activity, I put the kids into small groups and give them the inference picture (everyone can have the same one or
each group could have a different one). Students use their schemas to discuss what they think is happening in the photo and then using PaperMate Flair Pens (because they make everything prettier) and a ruler, to take turns drawing a line away from the picture, where they write their inference. 8. Thought Bubbles With Text As we move into text,
one of my favorite inference activities, is having kids infer what a character is thinking in the story, and then adding a thought bubble to explain it. You can do this using multiple copies of a book (from literature circles or novel studies), stories from a basal reader, or books that are self-selected by students. The idea for this activity is that as kids are
reading, they stop at least once during that reading time, to make a thought bubble for one of the characters in the story on a small piece of paper or a sticky note. Kids can write not only what they infer the character is thinking, but why. I let them use Ultra Fine Point Sharpie pens, because they look so crisp, with the understanding that they won’t
write anywhere near the book! We use scratch paper underneath our sticky notes as we write. At the end of the reading time. I like to have everyone put the books on their desks and we do a gallery walk to share. Of course, you could do pair shares, small group shares, or whole class quick shares as an alternative. Once we’ve completed a number of
foundational inference activities, like those listed here, it’s time to move into the text a bit more. We start with short pieces of text (task cards, or short passages) before tackling short stories or more complex passages. If you’re looking for some time-saving, print and digital inference materials, I do have a number of resources you might like: CLICK
HERE TO VIEW ALL MY INFERENCING ACTIVITIES FOR UPPER ELEMENTARY Here are a few specific resources that you might enjoy: Want to go digital with completely interactive resources? These paperless inference activities can be completed using Google Slides or PowerPoint: Please let me know if you’ve tried any of the activities here or
have favorites of your own. Thanks for stopping by! Jenn – The Teacher Next Door We’ve all been there at some point, a blank-faced student stares back at us in response to our question and states “I don’t know, teacher. It doesn’t tell us in the story.” Usually, this response has been incited by an inferential question, but what exactly is inference?
Inference can be defined as the process of drawing of a conclusion based on the available evidence plus previous knowledge and experience. In teacher-speak, inference questions are the types of questions that involve reading between the lines. Students are required to make an educated guess, as the answer will not be stated explicitly. Students

must use clues from the text, coupled with their own experiences, to draw a logical conclusion. Students begin the process of learning to read with simple decoding. From there, they work towards full comprehension of the text by learning to understand what has been said, not only through what is explicitly stated on the page but also through what
the writer has implied. It is this ability to read what has been implied that the term inference refers to. For example, if we come across sentences such as: He placed his hand firmly on her back and ushered her hurriedly out the door. “Yes, yes, yes. I will call you soon to set up another meeting. I will!” George said, punctuating the end of his sentence
with a firmly shut door.” In this extract, the writer does not explicitly state that the man in the story wants to get rid of the person he is addressing. He does, however, imply this is the case through the action he describes. Reading this correctly is to infer. To imply is the throw, to infer is the catch. WHY TEACH INFERENCE? The teaching of inference
skills is extremely important to our students. It is a higher-order skill that is essential for students to develop to afford them access to the deepest levels of comprehension. Having a finely tuned ability to infer also has important applications in other subject areas too, particularly Math and Science. Given the centrality of pattern reading in these two
subjects, it is no surprise that students will find these skills extremely useful when it comes to prediction and evaluation especially. Being able to infer from clues develops in our students an appreciation of the importance of basing our opinions on identifiable evidence. The usefulness of this skill transcends the walls of the classroom. In the world
beyond the school gates, the ability to infer will serve students well in their interactions with others on personal, social, and business levels. Tap into the power of imagery in your classroom to get your students to master INFERENCE as AUTHORS and CRITICAL THINKERS. This YEAR LONG 500+ PAGE unit is packed with robust opportunities for
your students to develop the critical skill of inference through fun imagery and powerful thinking tools, and graphic organizers. HOW IS INFERENCE TAUGHT? Learning to apply inference is not easy. For this reason, it is extremely important to make the process as explicit as possible for our students to gain a firm grasp of it. One effective means of
teaching inference is to perform a kind of reverse engineering process. Begin by ensuring the students understand that: ●
Our answers must be supported by clues ●
These clues must be added to what we already know ●
More than one correct answer is possible. Higher-level reading comprehension questions often ask students to draw
on their powers of inference, especially in the why and how questions posed, or what questions that are concerned with the student’s own thoughts and opinion. Often students infer answers without being aware they are engaged in inference. For this reason, draw attention to how they arrived at their answers. Ask them how they ‘inferred’ their
answer. This will mean they will have to explain how they arrived at their answer without reference to explicit information in the text. Ask them further questions to prompt how they arrived at their answer. Encourage them to point to the clues and implicit information in the text that led them to their conclusion. Here, we are working to uncover the
mysterious process of inference by shining a light on it. “PREDICTING and INFERRING are often confused, but they are not interchangable concepts.Predicting is the process of asking what might happen next based on what we already know from inside and outside the text. Inferring is more a process of enquiring as to what the author meant?
Predicting focuses more on the WHAT whereas Inferring is more about the WHY” — LITERACYIDEAS.COM WHAT TO DO BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER READING INFERENCE ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS Setting riddles to solve is an excellent way for students to gain the necessary practice to hone their skills of inference. The
stronger the students are, the more complex the riddle set can be – this makes for easy differentiation for various abilities. Developing this ability to solve riddles requires students to grow in confidence in reading for inference. Riddle-solving can be a great introductory activity on the subject of inference and can demonstrate to students lacking in
confidence that they already have some understanding of how the concept works. READ SOME GREAT CLASSROOM RIDDLES HERE We often urge our students to “Show, Don’t Tell!” in their writing. As their writing skills improve we want them to move away from describing the characters in their stories with long lists of adjectives, in favor of
revealing their characters through the things they do and say. To help students develop their ability to read inference, set them the task of identifying a character’s traits in a story exclusively through the things they do and say. This a great reading extension activity that can be easily used as homework too. Students can work through a story,
recording the information in three columns entitled: Character, Trait, Evidence. Remind students they are looking for implicit evidence, not things the writer has stated explicitly in the narration. You can also bridge this reading activity into writing. Have students write short paragraphs about a personal experience. Tell them not to state any of the
emotions they experienced explicitly. Instead, have them write details that help the reader understand how they felt. Have student volunteers share their writing and briefly discuss each piece. What details helped the reader to understand what the writer was going through? What other details could be added to the writing to enhance this? This
activity works well as an extension of the previous exercise and is basically an inversion of Show, Don’t Tell! In this exercise, students must take a few sentences of inference and translate them into explicit statements. The examples of inference identified in the previous activity will serve well as the material here. This type of exercise helps students
to recognize exactly what is being implied in this often very subtle means of communication. For this activity, pop into the kindergarten library and grab yourself some picture books. Ignore the inevitable eye-rolls and moans of derision of the students in front of you and explain to them that you’re going to give each of them a book and they are going
to ‘read’ the books to each other. Children’s book illustrators are masters of inference. They tell stories through the skillful use of visual clues. Students must become a translator of these visual clues into words. Encourage stronger students to also translate the inference in the picture into their narration by avoiding explicitly stating things. You can
also do a variation of this task by providing students with captionless photographs or pictures and asking them to tell the story of the picture. Students can compare and contrast their inferences for each picture. Authors have the luxury of writing endless chapters to paint pictures in our minds and tell a narrative. Film-makers do not have this luxury
and are both bound by more restraints but given a deeper toolbox to tell a story. If you have ever listened to a directors commentary whilst watching a film you will really appreciate the effort a filmmaker goes to use inference in their craft. Everything included in a film is there for a purpose, the setting, background props, dialogue, music are all
calculated decisions used to build emotion and story. Sometimes what is left unsaid or unshown can also tell us more than what is actually in the film. Inference and film are a match made in heaven in the classroom and will provide your students with the analytical skills to watch films at a much deeper level. A WORD ON GUIDED READING Guided
reading works extremely well for teaching inference. Working with small groups of students at similar reading levels, you can effectively improve their ability to read a text for inference. In your guided reading groups: ●
Discuss the importance of the title to the meaning of the text ●
Discuss and compare the different interpretations of the text
by different members of the group and how they arrived at their interpretations ●
Discuss the motivations of characters in the stories and the relationships between those characters ●
Encourage students to explain how they arrived at their opinion by asking ‘How do you know?’ ●
Encourage students to activate prior knowledge through
timely discussions. Be sure to offer opportunities for reading inference across a range of genres. While fictional stories offer the greatest number of opportunities to read for inference, other genres do offer opportunities too. Expository texts, for example, promote opportunities for more conscious inference making. You can help students greatly by
modelling answers yourself and by ‘thinking aloud’ to show your students how you arrived at your conclusions. When students are engaged in making their own inferences, encourage them by asking inference-generating questions that will propel them along the path. READ OUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO TEACHING GUIDED READING HERE MAKE
THE IMPLICIT EXPLICIT The art of inference is a skill, like most skills, that improves with practice. There will be ample opportunity to reinforce the skills of inference through the course of the average English lesson, as students engage in discussion, complete comprehension exercises, study poetry etc. Even though the skills of inference will be
called upon regularly in lessons that are not primarily focused on developing this skill, it is still important that some discrete lessons are delivered that do focus primarily on inference. Inference is often difficult for students to understand initially, especially for younger students. It can often slip just beyond their grasp due to its subtle nature. Begin
with baby steps. Try to climb down the ladder of abstraction and peel back the layers to make the implicit explicit. With practice, students will soon be able to move beyond recognizing and reading inference in the works of others to incorporate it into their own work. DOWNLOAD THIS FREE TEMPLATE HERE USEFUL VIDEO FOR TEACHING
INFERENCE The content for this page has been written by Shane Mac Donnchaidh. A former principal of an international school and university English lecturer with 15 years of teaching and administration experience. Shane’s latest Book the Complete Guide to Nonfiction Writing can be found here. Editing and support for this article have been
provided by the literacyideas team.
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